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Statement of a problem 
Roll bonding is a well-known process of manufacturing of bimetal and composite flat prod-

ucts. In this work it was considered an opportunity to apply this process for obtaining partially roll 
bonded materials with longitudinal channels. which subsequently can be used for production of flat 
heat exchangers made of aluminum alloys similar to aluminum multichannel tubes produced via 
extrusion. Undoubted advantages of such way of manufacturing are the possibility to set up an end-
less rolling process, relatively higher manufacturing rate compared to extrusion and absence of a 
butt-end appeared in extrusion process, hence, decreased waste of metal. 

In order to set such process, it is crucial to provide not only the sufficient bonding strength 
but also an accomplished channel through the whole length. That is challenging due to flowing met-
al inside the channel during the rolling as a result of the thickness reduction and the roll-spreading. 

The application of the finite element (FE) simulation allows controlling of metal flow in 
each section of deformation zone, thus, understanding patterns of channels transformation during 
the rolling. FE simulation process was performed via QForm software. 

The analysis of last publications 
In the known study [1] this the performance of channels was considered only by means of 

using steel wire as a restrictor of the metal flow. However, problems with the wire fixing occurred. 
At the same time the insertion of a strong steel wire material can lead to the destruction of such inlet 
due to applied tension as a result of the elongation of aluminum [2, 3]. Therefore initial channels 
should be applied to inner surfaces of plates in order to restrict the movement of the wire and de-
crease applied stress on the wire. 

The literature search has shown that most papers related to transformation of cavities or voids 
at rolling are focused on studying of evolution of surface defects and pores [4]. Thus, there is a short-
age of studying of inner longitudinal channels transformation during the roll bonding process. 

In the papers [5, 6] the influence of deformation parameters and stress-strain conditions on 
the development of surface defects in section rolling were investigated. It was found that the depth 
of defects located on the edge of a workpiece decreases more intensively than that located on the 
face of billet due to presence not only the vertical flow of metal but also the horizontal. In addition, 
it was observed that the depth of longitudinal defect does not change on the forward and backward 
ends and there is their development due to absence of rigid ends. A backward end develops in high-
er scale that a forward. 

The influence of an elongation coefficient on the defect closure is sufficient until the reduc-
tion reaches a defect scale. At the same time, the initial length of the longitudinal surface defect is 
insufficient. The most important factors are width and depth of the defect. The increase of the depth 
provokes the buckling of side walls of the defect. Whereas, the increase the initial width raises the 
final depth [7]. Width to depth ratio affects the final defect parameters, authors [8] have observed 
this dependence in the hot rolling of slabs. 

In the article [9] the behaviour of inner pore in lead samples during the rolling was studied and 
it was found that the reduction of the pore located in the central part of the billet volume is higher than 
that near the surface in case the deformation is sufficient to penetrate to the central layers. 

Authors [10] investigated a pore closure and bonding of its metallic surfaces during the hot 
rolling process of steel billets with initial thicknesses 20, 12, 8,7 and the final thickness 6mm. It was 
concluded that the void with the diameter of 1,2 mm will be closed at 30 %, however, for the  
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following bonding a higher reduction is needed, in condition of the experiment it was at least 50 %. 
In addition, higher temperature decreases the necessary deformation for the welding and helps to 
enhance bonding [10, 11]. Moreover, slower rolling speed improves the bonding. Also, it was 
shown that a pore at first starts to close at its edges and then at the central part [10], therefore the 
defect obtains elongated shape in its cross section while rolling and after the process the stratifica-
tion of metal layers leads to laps appearance in case bonding is insufficient [10, 12]. 

According to the authors [13, 14] the single rolling pass schedule provides better closure 
than the multi-pass one with the same cumulated reduction. In addition, higher spread and bigger 
roll diameter to an initial metal thickness ratio conduces the void closure [14]. 

The formulation of the purpose of article 
A transformation of inner channels crated by means of layered disposition of two aluminum 

plates with initial grooves on inner surface was studied in this paper regarding to their initial ge-
ometry. The study was conducted via FE simulation software QForm, in order to clarify dynamics 
of channels transformation in deformation zone in conditions of full absence of any mandrel to 
forming the inner surface of the channel. 

A statement of the basic material 
The process of the FE simulation has been performed in the QForm software. The model of 

the workpiece consists of two layers of Aluminium with longitudinal channels made on the inner sur-
face of each of them. . Four types of cross section were applied to perform channels: a round, an an-
gular, an oval and an edge oval. The specification of the geometry parameters is depicted in the fig. 1. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Workpiece geometry: 

a) oval; b) round; c) edge oval; d) angular; H – Total workpiece highness; B – worpiece 
width; h – channel highness; b – channel width 

 
The channels had been located in the center of the workpiece and near the edges, as it is rep-

resented in the fig. 2. In order to optimize the simulation procedure, mesh of the workpiece was di-
vided by two zones with different sizes of their elements. The minimal mesh element size near the 
channel was 0,1, while the one of the mesh near the edge was 3 mm so the transformation of the 
channels would be calculated with relatively higher precision. At the same time, bigger mesh cells 
at the edge will minimize the calculation time. 

 

 
a b 

 
с 

Fig. 2. Channels located on the strip: 
a – center channel; b – channels near the edge; c – channels disposition 
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Fig. 3. Mesh size distribution 

 
For the same purpose, the simulation of the rolling process with channels located at the edge 

was performed with the plane of symmetry so only the half of the process could be calculated, how-
ever, for the center channels the whole process was simulated. Parameters of the process are 
represented in the table 1. 
  

 
Fig. 4. Rolling simulation in QForm software 

 
Table 1  

Simulation details 

Material Aluminum AA1100 
Initial dimensions H0 × B0 × L0 6 mm × 70 mm × 50 mm 
H1 × B1 × L1 3 mm × 73,34 mm × 97,96 mm 
Reduction 50 % 
Expanding 4,77 % 
Elongation 95 % 
Temperature 450  
Rolls diameter 180 mm 

 
Table 2  

Initial parameters of channels 

Type of channel Initial dimensions h×b, mm Initial b/h ratio 
Angular 2,5 × 2 0,8 
Oval 1,6 × 2,8 1,75 
Round 2 × 2 1 
Edge oval  2,6 × 1,6 0,62 

 
 In order to analyze transformation of the longitudinal channels the deformation zone was 

divided into 11 sections (fig. 5) so that the channels shape in each of them could be observed. After 
that, the transformation of the cross sections depending on the initial parameters and location 
of a channel (in the center and in the edge) was compared. 
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Fig. 5. Dividing of the deformation zone into cross sections 

 
Transformation of channels with different geometrical shapes 
As it is shown in the literature [5, 6], channels at the end of a strip obtain unwrapped shape 

due to the absence of rigid ends. In the fig. 6. The unwrapped forward end of the channel on the in-
terface of the lower aluminum layer is represented. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Unwrapped forward end of the channel on the lower layer interface: 

1 – Aluminum layer interface; 2 – unwrapped end of the channel; 3 – closed channel 
 
Examples of channels transformation depending on initial geometry and location is repre-

sented on the fig. 7. According to the simulation results, in case of central location the channel dis-
appears earlier than in case of location near the edge. 

As it can be seen from the graphs above, channels which have height higher than width  
(b/h < 1) tend to transform into vertical laps, while relatively lower channels (b/h ≥ 1) close in the 
vertical direction and their pattern disappears. In cases when a graph ends before reaching “0” the 
vertical lap occurred and it was not possible to track the channel further. 
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Fig. 7. Transformation of channels with different initial shapes: 

Centre channels: a – angular; b – edge oval; c – oval; d – round 

Edge channels: e – angular; f – edge oval; g – oval; h – round 
 
For the subsequent analysis of channels transformation their equability was represented by 

the width to height ratio (b/h). It was observed, that in case initial b/h ratio is near 1 and higher, this 
ratio rises during the rolling (fig. 8, c, d, g, h). While in case this relation is below 1, the graph de-
clines (fig. 8 a, b, e, f). Thus, increasing graph represents transformation of channel with wide shape 
and prevalence of the vertical translation of metal. At the same time, declining of the graph shows 
closing by the horizontal translation of metal, therefore a vertical lap appears. The b/h parameter on 
graphs was observed throughout the whole deformation zone until at least one parameter of the 
channel reaches 0. 
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Fig. 8. Changing of b/h ratio for channels with different initial shapes: 
Centre channels: a – angular; b – edge oval; c – oval; d – round 
Edge channels: e – angular; f – edge oval; g – oval; h – round 
 

It can be concluded from the graphs on the fig. 8 that relatively high channels (in this case 
with b/h ratio 0,62 and 0,8) provide more equable transformation, since this ratio changes within 1.  

As it was considered above, the type of closure depends on the proportion of the reduction 
and the expanding of metal in the area of a channel. In case of “high” channels, the spreading pre-
vails over the reduction, therefore, it causes closure of a channel by means of colliding of its side 
walls as it can be seen from the comparison of velocity fields of the oval channel with initial param-
eters h × b 1,6 × 2,8 mm and edge oval 2,6 × 1,6 mm (fig. 10). In both cases the 4th section is de-
picted. 
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Fig. 9. Velocity fields of metal flow comparsion (mm/s): 
Edge oval channel: a) – expanding velocity, b) – reduction velocity; oval channel:  

c) – expanding velocity, reduction velocity. 
 
Curvature of channels located at the edge 
At the same time, channels located at edge of the strip obtain certain curving due to unequal 

expanding of metal inside the channel. This effect is more expressed in high channels because 
of more sufficient influence of the spreading for such type of channels. Meanwhile, at the center 
they are relatively even. 

The curvature becomes expressed closer to the exit from the deformation zone, therefore, 
it can be seen in case of high channels, on the contrary, lower ones close before obtaining sufficient 
occurrence of curvature. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Curvature obtaining by sections of edge channel h × b = 2,6 × 1,6 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

According to the results of the FE simulation, two types of closure mode can be observed: 
the vertical closure and the horizontal closure, which causes a vertical lap. The vertical closure 
is caused by prevalence of vertical translation of metal over horizontal translation, which occurs as 
a result of spreading. At the same time, horizontal closure occurs due to prevalence of the horizontal 
metal flow over the vertical one. 

- Channels located on the center of the strip close earlier than those on the strip edge due to 
equal translation of metal from the both sides, while the spreading at the edge decreases translation 
of metal from the side of strip edge, therefore, closing rate of the channel decreases. 
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- As a result of uneven metal translation into the channel at the strip edge, channel obtains 
certain curving, while channels on the center are relatively even. The curving the more expressed 
the higher the channel due to gradual appearance closer to the end of the deformation zone. 

- Channels obtain certain unwrapping of the formed lap as a result of absence of rigid ends 
at the end of the strip. 

- All results of FE simulation are comparable with found in the literature mentioned above, 
therefore, it can be concluded that simulation has a good agreement with current practical results of 
defects transformation at longitudinal rolling. 

It seems that there must be a certain b/h ratio that provides more equable transformation of a 
channel and allows achieving transformation without sharp geometry. Thus it will be studied fur-
ther. Another one question which supposed to be studied is the reduction that would be sufficient 
enough for formation of bonding between layers and after that a channel would remain, which is 
controversial. 
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